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Rivermark Community Credit Union signs with ViClarity to help automate and simplify
Branch Certifications, Risk Management, and Internal Audit
Naperville, IL January 27th, 2016– Financial Abatement Services Inc. (FASI), an
affiliate and distributor of Lending Solutions Incorporated (LSI), is excited to announce that
Oregon based Rivermark Community Credit Union has implemented ViClarity’s Process
Management and ERM solution. The credit union will be using ViClarity’s web-based software in
the areas of Branch Certifications, Internal Audit, and Risk Management Tracking.
ViClarity’s Enterprise Risk Management solution allows its clients to track and monitor
performance and compliance across their organizations. The tool can be used to gather and
verify performance/compliance data and enables managers to view performance in real time on
a single user-friendly dashboard. The system tracks and enables the ongoing monitoring of key
strategic, operational or compliance objectives/ metrics and effectively drives accountability at
different levels of management within the organization. The software maintains a full audit trail
of all activities for audit purposes and provides robust reporting.
Over 100 Credit Unions globally have adopted the ViClarity system to become more
efficient. Sharon Pasero, Rivermark’s Senior Compliance Manager added to this point: “With
ViClarity, we have been able to automate our monthly branch certifications, our required risk
assessments, and our internal audit assignment tracking. As we enhance our knowledge of the
system, we hope to find even more ways to use ViClarity to gain efficiencies.”
One of ViClarity’s differentiators is its ease of use and swift implementation. ViClarity can
be implemented in less than two weeks and is completely customizable. Pasero added, “We
are impressed with the flexibility and broad applicability of the system. It has proven to be very
intuitive and the set-up support provided by ViClarity has been outstanding!”
John Ogie Sheehy, Founder & CEO of ViClarity Ltd. said, “Managing Risk and
compliance in any financial institution should be an ongoing process and be integrated to the
core business functions. In Rivermark we have introduced a comprehensive suite of solutions
that simplify the process of tracking and measuring compliance standards across all Branches.”
FASI and ViClarity conduct regular system overviews for interested Credit Unions. If you
are interested in a seeing a free 30 minute consultative demo, you can sign-up at
www.fasinate.com/demos or coordinate a time with FASI representative Luke Kolquist at
lukekolquist@fasinate.com or 800-937-4249 ext. 3303.

About Financial Abatement Services, Inc. (FASI)
Since March of 2012, FASI has remained true to its mission: to provide new and innovative
products and services to the Financial Services industry. FASI has partnered with leaders in
financial services to help banks, credit unions, and other financial institutions (FIs) become more
efficient with their operation, while providing better service to their customers. FASI's human
support provider Lending Solutions Inc. allows financial institutions to expand their hours and
allocate staff more effectively during the day. Alternative Lending Programs have been
developed to assist Financial Institutions in approving their denied members/customers and
thereby retaining their existing banking relationships. FASI has partnered with ViClarity to be
their Reseller for the United States market. For more information, please visit our website at
www.fasinate.com
About ViClarity
ViClarity is a company that was founded in 2008 by Ogie Sheehy in Ireland. In a short space of
time the company has grown exponentially and secured a strong foothold in two key sectors,
healthcare and financial services compliance. It has designed and developed a highly innovative
technological software solution to help bring visibility and clarity to all aspects of compliance. It
has secured a high profile client base with healthcare companies such as Mowlam, MHA and
most recently the NHS using its technology solution. In financial services it boasts over 85 Irish
based credit unions, insurance clients such as ALD RE: (SocGen), Irish Insurance Federation
and many more. With offices now in Ireland, London and Chicago it continues to grow its client
base globally with its innovative technology. ViClarity’s uniqueness comes from its ability to
deliver world class risk and compliance software that enables users/officer manage an
increased burden of compliance in a highly visual and intuitive tool. For more information,
please visit www.viclarity.com

